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A££lx&£l This paper describes a system that
automates neutral beam source conditioning. The aysten achieves this witu artificial intelligence tech
niques. The architecture of the system is presented
followed by a description of Its performance.
Introduction and Motivation
Magnetic Fusion Energy experiments are done with
systems that are composed of several complex subsys
tems, it is clear that in order for MFE to be feasi
ble that nost,
it not a]], of the subsystems must be
operated automatically. The goal of this project :s
the automation of one o] these subsystems.
A major concern of all MFE experiments Is plasma
generation which is accomplished with a device called
a neutral beam source. A source first ionizes a gas
and then sr.nds it through *n accelerator to impart
energy to it- A newly manufactured source cannot
operate reliably at a power level required to support
fusion. The source must be started at low power lev
els and slowly brought up to the higher power levels.
This process, known as conditioning. Is also required
when a source is overhauled. Conditioning and the day
to day operation of • source are done under the super
vision of a operations staff.
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Figure 1.
Ultimately, the operator will be removed from the
loop and be called upon only in rare situations.
Presently, this configuration provides an effective
means to extract the necessary information from the
operator and encode it in the expert system.
In addi
tion. It insures that an error made by the expert sys
tem wilt nut go unchecked and cause serious damage to
the source.
Expert System Technimies
This system uses a forward chaining rule based
inferencing technique. Essential ': the knowledge of
an operator is encoded in a set of rules. The idea or
a rule is much like that of an IF-THEN ttatement in a
programming language. Rules have the form
1

Source conditioning may bu viewed as a conven
tional control system with the operator being the con
troller. However, a conventional control system
theory approach is unworkable since it relies, in
part, on being able to model the conditioning process
in a precise way. The operator decides on parameters
and sends them to the source. The source runs for a
short t m e in which measurements arc taken and sent to
the operator- The combination ot input parameters and
output measurements are known as a shot. After
several goo*: -hots at one power level the source
becomes "conditioned" enougn to run at that level.
Under certain conditions an operator will then try to
raise the power level for the next shot. If good
snots are obtained then that power level Is main
tained.
If not, the power level must be reduced or
"decondittoning" will happen. Conditioning then is
just a Sequence of shots with the ultimate goal of
running at high power levels.
Using expert system techniques for automatic con
ditioning is a viable alternative since operators do
quite w e n at the task of conditioning. The purpose
of an expert system ia to provide the expertise that
has been acquired by an operator through experience.
No attempt is made to rnelyze this experience and
arrive at a theory that explains it. Rather, the goal
is to codify the manner in which an operator
represents knowledge and reasons about the process.
The overall configuration used for conditioning
is shown in Fig- 1. Normally, the operator receives
data from the standard display, determines shot param
eters for the next shot and sends them to the data
base. When the expert system is being used it gets
the seme data provided by the standard display and
derives ahot parameters tor the next shot. The opera
tor reviews the suggestions made by the system «nd, if

appropriate, uses them.

(RULE <ruls-name>
<condttion>
<act|on>)
and means that when ccondition> is true the <actlon>
is executed. Currently, there are well over 300 such
rules in the system. Basically, the system iterates
on the following two steps. First, it finds a rule
with a true <condition>. Second, this rules <action>
la executed which may cause more rules to have a true
<conditlon>
This iteration continues until all the
rules with a true <candiUon> have had their <aetion>
executed.
Knowledge engineering is the process of develop
ing a set of rules that encode an operator's
knowledge. Although the concept of a rule is straight
forward, knowledge engineering is a difficult task.
The difficulties arise when large numbers of interact
ing rules are used. Discussions with operators result
In new rules being added. Often, old rules lhat used
to work now do not work as a result of the new addi
tions. As the number of rules grow it gets mora dif
ficult to add new rules.
The system provides a programing environment
that facilitates rule development. The primitt-es
that make up <eond)tion>s and <actions>a are meant to
reflect the operators representation of the problem.
Old .-ules are easily changed and new rules are just as
easily added. In short, the task of knowledge
engineering is not hindered by the task of knowledge
encoding.
One requirement Is that the results of several
past shots must be examined by the rules. This his-

lory mechanism is implemented by placing each piece of
information about a shot is contained in a named
register. A shot register set is alt of the registers
containing information about a particular shot The
system uses the shot register sets. SHOT-N. SHOT-<N1)
SMT-l,
SHOT-0 and SHOT+l.
SHOT-0 is the
most recently conpleted shot and SHOT+l is the next
shot to be rired. SHOT-I. SHOT-2
SHOT-N are the
shots occurring before the B O S t recent shot.
When a shot is fired each shot register set
SHOT-i becomes S H O T - O + 1 ) . e.g. SHOT+l becomes SHOT-0.
SHOT-0 becomes SHOT-1 .etc. SHOT-N is discarded and a
new shot register set is created that becomes SHOT+l.
The value of a register Is obtained with the form
( <shot register set> <regtater name> )

Formula (2) represent* a model of the accelerator
where laccelA is the actual value of laccel for the
given Pare. A Kalman filter is used as a parameter
estimator to determine the constants f and I- The
expert system determines when it is appropriate to run
the parameter estimator.
It also uses the errors
encountered by the parameter estimator as a source
diagnostic.
Once Vaccel and Delta-laccel have been determined
(1) and (2) fire used to determine a range of Pare that
la acceptable.
If the current value of Pare falls in
this range then it is used. Otherwise, the lower
value of the Pare range is used.

Rule OrganitaUoD

For example.
(SHOT-3 Avg-Vaccel)
yields the average value of Vaccel
form

in SHOT-3.

The

(SETR •cregister naae> <value> )
sets <register none> to be <value> in SHOT-O. This is
used primarily in analyzing the most recent shot.

Stnilarly.

actual value of e varies with the source and was
observed to be in the interval [1.67,1.71]. Efforts
to resolve this discrepancy have been unsuccessful.

the form

(SETR-NEXT <register nane> <va|ue> )
seta a register in SHOT+l. The primary use being to
assign suggested shot parameters. Registers in SHCT-n
through SHOT-1 were set when they were SHOT-0 or
SHOT+l.
Control line th- Source
It was determined that source conditioning
requires that two processes ba controlled. The pri
mary goal of the systea is to control the conditioning
process through the use 01 expert system techniques.
In order to accomplish this it is necessary to control
the accelerator process. Furthermore, the accelerator
process can be controlled with conventional control
system techniques. This observation resulted in a
system that is a hybrid of expert and control system
techniques.
Specifically, the operator controls the condi
tioning process by choosing Vaccel and Delta-Iaccel.
Delta-Iaccel is actually a range of values that
represents how far off density the value of faccel
should be. For exanplc, Delta-Iaccel - [-1.5,-5]
means that laccel should be .5 to l.S amps underdense.
The value of Pare must be derived from the Vaccel and
Delta-Ieccel in order to control the accelerator pro
cess.

In order to achieve this type of control the work
done by (l) was usedThis approach uses the ChildLangmuir law

laccelD * P • Vaccel

(1)

Pare * f • laccelA + g

(2)

and ths formula

For each shot the system evaluates, in sequence,
four separate groups of rules. Each such evaluation
is called a phase and accomplishes a specific task.
The four phases are signal processing, analysis, setparameters, and display. Depending on the shot, the
signal processing phase executes the appropriate sig
nal processing routines. The display phase determines
what waveforms the operator should see. Following are
a detailed discussion of the analysis and setparamcter phases.
One objective of the analysis phase is to derive
• high level description of the shot. To this end a
descriptive set of registers are used. The registers
shots-since-last-increase, shols-since-last-decrease.
and shots-since-last-change describe the current state
of Vaccel. The mode register contains 'ADVANCING if
the current strategy is to try to increase Veccel and
RETREATING otherwise. The territory register
describes where Vaccel in relationship to where the
source is conditioned. 'OLD mean* that Vaccel it below
where the source Is known to be conditioned. 'NEW
represents that Vaccel is equal or greater than the
conditioned level. Finally, 'BRAND-NEW means that
Vaccel is at a point where significant accelerator
on-time has not been obtained.
An attempt is made to describe the shot In
several other ways as well. Consider the rule
(rule short-term-trend
(end (shol-0 S-an)

(shot-l 55-an))
( s e t r short-term-trend (/ {shot-0 JJ~on)
(shot-l S-on))))
The <condition> for this rule Is true if the percen
tage on-time for this and the last shot have been com
puted.
If so, the <action> is executed and sets a
register called short-term-trend that is the ratio of
these two percentages. This register is used in the
set-parasieters phase to determine if conditioning is
beginning to happen.
The analysis phase also runs the Kalman filters
if there was sufficient on-time to assure accurate
results. The differences between the expected and
actual measurements are analyzed. Since the models
appear to ba incomplete the large differences that are
expected in certain situations are ignored. A large

unexplained error is indicative of possible source
problems and the operator is informed.

laccelD is the value of laccel required for the
source to operate on density for the given Vaccel. It
should be noted that « la not equal to 1.5. The

The source has an elaborate mechanism for detect
ing, handling, and reporting faults. The reported
faults ar<a checked for consistency with escb other and

with other data. Inconsistencies Imply source prob
lems and are reported.

duration. The box labeled SET POINTS NEXT SHOT con
tains the system's suggestions for Vaccel and Pare on
the next shot. In ibis case tha system suggests that
Vaccel be increased to 63 Kv and Pare ba increased to
58.5 Kw, To the left of this is information about the
system's suggestions versus the actual operator input
for the moat recent shot. To th« left of this are the
faults detected by the source.

Finally, a search Is nade of all ware fonts for
any unexplained high frequency energy. Such an
occurrence Is often symptomatic of problems that. If
allowed to persist, may lead to source damage.
The set-parameters phase uses the information
produced by the signal processing and analysis phases
to determine the suggested parameters for the next
shot. For example, consider the rule
(rule aet-vaccel-suggested-110
<and (equal (shot-0 territory) 'old)
(equal (shol-0 mode) 'advancing)
(>= (ahot-0 shots-since-last-change) 3)
(< (shot-0 short-tera-lrend) 1.2)
(< (max (shot-0 nax-durallon)
(shot-1 nax-duralion)
(ahot-2 max-duration))
100.0))
(prog()
(setr-next v-accel-aetpt-suggesled
(1- (shot-0 v-accel-setpt))>
(setr-next min-delta-iaccel-suggested -2.0)
(setr-next nax-dalla-taccel-suggealed -1.0)))
This rule looks for situation where the source is
being operated in old territory. I.e. it has been con
ditioned at this level. The current strategy is to
advance Vaccel when possible. The last change was to
increase power but the last 3 shots hav« bean the
same. During these last 3 shots the maximum contigu
ous on-time has been less than 100 milliseconds
Finally, there has been no Improvement in the short
term. The action of this rule is to suggest that Vac
cel be reduced by 1. In eddltioned the desired value
of laccel is 1 to 2 amps under the value required for
operating on perveence. This reflects the operator's
desire to run slightly underdense when changing lev
els

The system's operator interface consists of a
single 19" monochrome display, [t is subdivided into
11 windows. Nine of these ftre to display waveforms,
one is used to give commands to the system. Ftnslly,
the last is the log window. An example of the log
window appears in Fig. 2. The top half is a log of
the last 5 shots. It contains averages for selected
waveforms in addition to arc chamber plasma uniformity
(A:B). number of accelerator interrupts, and beam

Sm.t-tf Viccel Uccel
4280.0
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The lower left portion of the log window contains
four mouse selectable functions. The mouse cursor is
moved over the desired box and a mouse button is
pressed to obtain the desired function. PLOTS MENU
brings up a window that allows the operator to display
any configuration of waveform displays. SET PLOTS
causes tha current configuration of waveform displays
to become permanent. EXPLAIN brings up a window con
taining an explanation of the system's reasoning In
determining the next shot suggestions. This Is par
ticularly usaful in the knowledge engineering process.
The ANOMALIES box flashes when there are condition*
that require operator attention. These conditions are
displayed in a window when this function is selected.
Performance
Heaiuring the performance of the system is diffi
cult because conditioning is a non-repeatable process.
Therefore, it is not possible to condition the tame
source with an operator and then with the expert sys
tem. Since it is not passible to determine perfor
mance on a comparative basis two other metrics were
used to determine performance.
Tha first is a "measure of does it successfully
condition a source". The disadvantage of this metric
is that testing time was limited and it was not possi
ble to use the system for the entire range on any one
source. However, the system was used several tines in
tha 55-75 Kv range and successful conditioning was
achieved.
The second is a "measure of does it make the sane
decisions that an operator makes". It is important to
note that individual operators vary with each other
and, at tines, with thcnselveB. Nonetheless, an
attenpt was nade to determine the operator's judgement
of the quality of each suggestion made by the system.
These Judgements fall into four categories. Host were
in the first category where the suggestions were
judged to be the sane as an operator. Some fell into
the second category in which the system's suggestion
was Judged to he better than the operators. This
occurred mostly because the system's methods of com—
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puting averages, on tine, etc are nore precise than
that of the operators. The third category were
suggeations that operators felt were incorrect. How
ever, the number of such suggestions was not large
enough to prevent conditioning. Finally, in the
fourth category are the catastrophic suggeations in
the sense that, if followed, damage would be done to
the source. There were none in this category.
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